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ABSTRACT
We describe a user-assisted framework for correcting ink-
bleed in old handwritten documents housed at the National
Archives of Singapore (NAS). Our approach departs from
traditional correction techniques that strive for full automa-
tion. Fully-automated approaches make assumptions about
ink-bleed characteristics that are not valid for all inputs.
Furthermore, fully-automated approaches often have to set
algorithmic parameters that have no meaning for the end-
user. In our system, the user needs only to provide sim-
ple examples of ink-bleed, foreground ink, and background.
These training examples are used to classify the remaining
pixels in the document to produce a computer-generated re-
sult that is equal to or better than existing fully-automated
approaches.

To offer a complete system, we also provide tools that
allow any errors in the computer-generated results to be
quickly“cleaned up”by the user. The initial training markup,
together with the computer-generated results, and manual
edits are all recorded with the final output, allowing subse-
quent viewers to see how a corrected document was created
and to make changes or updates. While an ongoing project,
our feedback from the NAS staff has been overwhelmingly
positive that this user-assisted framework is a practical way
to address the ink-bleed problem.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
J.2 [Computer Applications]: J.5 Arts and Humanities;
I.4 [Image Processing and Computer Vision]: I.4.4
Restoration

General Terms
Algorithm, Experimentation
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Figure 1: (a) Sections from three different docu-
ments (circa 1820-1860) from the National Archives
of Singapore. (b) Our goal is to help the user signif-
icantly reduced ink-bleed interference.

1. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents work that is part of a collaborative

effort with the National Archives of Singapore (NAS). The
NAS houses a large collection of handwritten English lan-
guage government ledgers written in the early to mid 1800s.
The vast majority of these ledgers suffer from ink-bleed
which occurs when ink written on the document penetrates
through the paper to become visible on the opposite side
(e.g Figure 1(a)). The obvious drawback of ink-bleed is the
reduction in a document’s legibility.

The severity and visual characteristics of ink-bleed is re-
lated to a variety of factors, including the ink’s chemical
makeup, the paper’s physical and chemical construction, the
amount of ink applied (which varies spatially), the paper’s
thickness, the document’s age, and the amount of humidity
in the environment. This last factor is particularly trouble-
some for countries like Singapore where years of storage in
humid conditions has exacerbated ink-bleed.



The current approach used by the NAS (and other archives)
to correct ink-bleed is to place the document in a chemi-
cal wash that indiscriminately removes ink from the doc-
ument. This approach takes an entire month to correct a
single ledger, requiring the pages to be unbound, individual
pages washed and dried, and then all pages finally rebound.
Other drawbacks include the risk of damage to the primary
source due to handling, potential of removing lightly written
foreground-ink in addition to ink-bleed, and environmental
hazards from harsh chemical solvents. Not surprisingly, a
digital solution that operates on images of the documents is
desired as an alternative to this chemical-based approach.

The motivation of our work is to provide a practical frame-
work to reduce or remove ink-bleed as shown in Figure 1(b).
The documents at the NAS exhibit a wide range of ink-
bleed making it difficult to develop a fully automated ap-
proach that can work on all inputs. In lieu of full automa-
tion, we take a user-assisted approach that strives to reduce
the amount of user involvement without sacrificing a quality
output.

In particular, there are two places where the user is needed.
The first is to provide simple training examples on the input
image to bootstrap a classification algorithm that produces a
computer-generated result that can correct the vast majority
of ink-bleed. The second is to manually edit remaining ink-
bleed or to correct errors made by the initial classification
(e.g. foreground misclassified as ink-bleed). While manual
editing might be considered more than just“user assistance”,
some degree of post-processing is almost always needed. As
such, our system supports this post-processing editing and
provides simple visualization features to make it easy to see
where manual edits are needed. In addition, our system
records all processing, including the initial user markup,
computer-generated results, and any manual edits. This al-
lows subsequent viewers to verify how a restored document
was created, as well as make changes to the restoration pro-
cedure. This user-assisted framework provides a practical
and useful tool for reducing the effects of ink-bleed in old
handwritten documents.

2. RELATED WORK
There are several existing image processing approaches

targeting ink-bleed. The majority address relatively sim-
ple cases where ink-bleed intensity is significantly lighter
than the foreground-ink. Such cases can be successfully
handled using variations on local or global image thresh-
olding (e.g. [1, 7, 11]).

Recent approaches have targeted more severe ink-bleed
similar to that exhibited by the NAS. This includes work
by Drira et al [4] that uses Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) to decompose an RGB image into its PCA compo-
nents and then uses iterative clustering and adaptive thresh-
olding on these components to determine pixels that are
foreground ink. Tonazzini et al [13] proposed an approach
that uses blind signal separation via Independent Compo-
nent Analysis to linearly decompose an RGB image into
three signals assumed to be foreground, background, and
ink-bleed colors. Wolf [16] extended this idea using non-
linear blind separation via an Markov Random Field frame-
work.

These previously mentioned approaches all work from a
single image. A strategy to obtain more information is to
use images of both the front and back side of the docu-

ment. Sharma [10] demonstrated a successful two image
‘show-through’ reduction approach for use in Xerox imag-
ing. Show-through, however, assumes global bleeding of the
front and back images. Ink-bleed exhibited in old documents
is almost always spatially varying making it significantly
more challenging than show-through. The most significant
two image approach targeting ink-bleed are the wavelet-
based approaches introduced by Tan et al [12] and Wang et
al [14]. These techniques make an initial rough classification
of where foreground and ink-bleed is in the image based on
the magnitude of the intensity difference between coarsely
aligned front and back image pixels. Iterative filtering of
wavelet coefficients is then used to dampen ink-bleed while
sharpening foreground pixels. While this technique produces
good results, six parameters must be tuned per example, in-
cluding two thresholds for the difference image, dampening
and sharpening coefficients, the number of wavelet scale lev-
els, and number of iterations.

Automation is the driving goal in all existing approaches;
at least from an image-processing notion of automation (sev-
eral algorithm parameters may need to be set). This lim-
its these approaches to work only on examples that meet
the required assumptions. Inputs that violate prior assump-
tions either cannot be processed or produce unsatisfactory
results. Furthermore, if algorithmic parameters exist, they
often have no relevance or meaning to the targeted end users
(presumably archival staff or patrons). Finally, even for ex-
amples that do meet the assumptions and have had the pa-
rameters tuned correctly, achieving 100% accurate results is
rare.

In our work, we take a user-assisted approach that strived
to balance computer-generated results with user assistance.
The idea of employing user assistance is not unique in image-
based digital library applications. Two examples include
Yuan and Seales [17] user-aided application to link images
of manuscripts to their corresponding text transcripts and
Wingenroth et al [15] related tool for transcribing imaged
sheet music. In a similar vein, Dekhtyar et al [3] and Monroy
et al [8] discussed approaches for building image-based edi-
tions that involve semi-automation with user assistance for
establishing text-to-image linkage. In the context of restora-
tion, work by Seales and Yun [9] used user-specified manipu-
lation of deformable meshes derived from volumetric scans of
rolled scrolls to restore the printed content. Thus, for tasks
where automation is not yet achievable, semi-automation
have proven a practical alternative.

3. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This section briefly overviews our system and its overall

workflow. Details to the two main components are given in
Section 4 and Section 5.

A screen shot of our system’s interface is shown in Fig-
ure 2. The interface is designed as a typical image-editing
GUI that allows multiple images to be opened and their
views manipulated via zoom in/out, panning, etc. Addi-
tional markup features and tools pertaining to our ink-bleed
correction task are provided in a control panel on the right
side of the interface.

A diagram of our system’s workflow is shown in Figure 3.
Our system’s input is two images of the front and back of
the same document, typically 3K × 2K in pixel resolution.
These images are first automatically aligned using a non-
linear spatial alignment approach described in Section 4.1.
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Figure 3: An overall view of our system’s components and workflow.

Figure 2: Our system’s interface is designed as a typ-
ical image-based GUI with additional markup tools
and features to aid ink-bleed correction.

This alignment makes sure the front image pixels correspond
to their appropriate locations on the back image.

After alignment, the user supplies a few examples on the
image (in the form of strokes and points drawn directly on
the input image) of foreground ink, ink-bleed, and back-
ground using paint-like tools. A classification algorithm
then uses this user-supplied training examples to label all
remaining image pixels as either foreground, ink-bleed, or
background. This produces the initial computer-generated
result shown in Figure 3. Pixels classified as ink-bleed and
background by the computer-generated result are set to the
average background color; foreground pixels are set to their
original input pixel color or intensity.

While the computer-generated result reduces the majority
of ink-bleed interference, two errors can occur: 1) ink-bleed
or background pixels are incorrectly classified as foreground
leaving noise in the image; 2) foreground pixels are misclas-
sified resulting in broken strokes. The latter is particularly
problematic when dark ink-bleed overlaps with foreground
strokes. The location of these errors is not always immedi-
ately clear from the result image. An opacity overlay func-
tion is provided that blends the computer-generated results

with the original input at a specified opacity/transparency
level. This can be done smoothly and in real-time helping
to visually reveal errors. The user can remove errors using
an erase brush or restore brush. Our system records these
manual edits.

Once manual editing is completed, the user outputs the
final restored document. The final result is a combination
of the computer-generated results and manual edits. The
software saves all information necessary to produce this fi-
nal result including the original image, initial user markup,
computer-generated results, and manual edits. Saving this
complete output allows all steps of the restoration to be ver-
ified, replayed, and edited.

4. USER-ASSISTED CLASSIFICATION
This section describes the procedure to produce the computer-

generated result. This involves three steps: 1) front and back
image alignment; 2) user markup; 3) and classification.

4.1 Front/Back Image Alignment
Our software requires the front and back images to be

accurately aligned such that a pixel on the front image cor-
responds to the exact location on the backside of the docu-
ment. The images from the NAS are obtained either from
scans of existing microfilm (resulting in a grayscale image)
or from flatbed scans of the primary source (resulting in an
RGB image). While the front and back images are care-
fully imaged, they are rarely accurately aligned. For gross
misalignments (i.e. 50 pixels or more) the user can use “po-
sitioning widgets” on our GUI to manually make a coarse
alignment.

Due to the documents’ age small 3D surface variations on
the physical document make it difficult to align with global
adjustments only (i.e. translation, scale, or rotation). These
surface variations are further compounded by the ledgers
binding which can result in noticeable warping near the page
edges.

To provide an accurate pixel-level alignment, our system
performs a local alignment procedure as follows. The back
image is mirrored horizontally. The front image is divided
into 60 × 60 pixels windows. Normalized cross correlation
(NCC) (see [6]) is performed between the front image win-
dows and their corresponding back image windows over a
[−10, 10] pixel range in the horizontal and vertical direction.
NCC returns a similarity score with absolute value between
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0 and 1, where 1 means most similar. This NCC score is
computed for each pixel location in this search window.

The maximum NCC score is taken to be the local dis-
placement. If the maximum score is below 0.1, it is assumed
there is no displacement between the front and the back im-
age. Once the set of window matches are found, thin-plate-
spline (TPS) interpolation [2] is used to smoothly warp the
back page into pixel-wise alignment with the front image.
The front and back image’s width and height may need to
be slightly adjusted to accommodate this alignment. Fig-
ure 4 shows an example where black crosses represent the
front 60 × 60 window’s centers and white cross show the
local displacement on the backside. Figure 4(right) shows
that visible ghosting (i.e. blurring) due to misalignments
between the front and back image is apparent when local
refinement is not used; this ghosting is corrected via the
local-refinement procedure.

4.2 User-markup and Classification

4.2.1 Markup
Due to the diversity in the characteristics of the ink-bleed

exhibited by the NAS collection, training-data needs to be
obtained for each input image pair. This is done by hav-
ing the user draw color-coded strokes (and points) on the
the front and back images, thereby labeling examples of
foreground (red), background (blue), and ink-bleed (green).
For each pixel, p, along these strokes, 2D features defined
as ρp = [Cp, Cp′ ] are collected, where Cp and Cp′ are the
intensities of the front image pixel p and its corresponding
back image pixel p′ respectively. The back image feature,
ρp′ , is taken to be the reversed order of the intensities in
the feature. For RGB color scans, we first convert them to
intensity (grayscale) images. We have tried using the full
RGB color values as feature components, but found little
difference in the results.

Figure 5(left) shows an example of features being col-
lected. These user-supplied training samples are plotted as
points in a 2D grid (Figure 5(right)) where the x-axis repre-

sents the back image intensity and the y-axis represents the
front image intensity.

4.2.2 Classification
Using the training samples we perform classification using

a K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) classifier which is described
briefly here (for more details see [5]). The user-supplied
training features can be divided into three sets: {ρFi }|Li=1,
{ρIj }|Mj=1 and {ρBk }|Nk=1, which represent foreground, ink-
bleed and background respectively. L, M and N are the
size of these sets. Each element ρ in the sets is a 2D vector
of front and back pixel intensity as previously described.

To classify a pixel in the front image, we extract its feature
vector ρp and compute the Euclidean distances (L2-norm)
between ρp and all the L + M + N training vectors and select
the top-K closest vectors where K is set as

√
L+M +N .

The top-K vectors are denoted as {ρm}|Km=1 and are fur-
ther divided into three index sets πF ,πI and πB according
to their labels. The pixel p is labeled (classified) by the
majority class of {πF , πI , πB} expressed as:

lp = arg max
θ
‖πθ‖, (1)

where θ is a label in {F , I,B}, and ‖πθ‖ is the number of
elements in set πθ.

While effective, KNN is computational costly due to its
need to compute distances. Since there are only 256 × 256
possible feature vector combinations, we can pre-classify ev-
ery possible feature vector as belonging to either F , I, or
B, resulting in a 256 × 256 lookup table, or decision table.
This decision table is shown overlayed on top of the training-
samples in Figure 5(right). Image pixels can now be quickly
classified by simple lookup into the decision table based on
their feature vectors ρp. Note that we have described how
to label the pixels in the front image. The back image label-
ing will be performed in the same manner with the feature
vectors reversed accordingly.

One advantage of using KNN is that we do not need to
make assumptions about the intensity profile of the ink-bleed
(e.g. ink-bleed is lighter than the foreground). All ink-bleed
characteristics are embedded in the user-supplied markup.
This allows our approach to work well for a variety of inputs.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of our KNN approach against
two automated approaches: Drira et al [4] adaptive thresh-
olding that operates on a single image, and Tan et al [12]
two image wavelet-based approach. The adaptive thresh-

Figure 5: (Left) User markup on the input im-
age. (Right) 2D plot of the training-samples and
the resulting decision table based on these training-
samples.
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Figure 6: Comparisons: (a) portion of original im-
age; (b) adaptive thresholding [4]; (c) wavelet-based
approach [12]; (d) our result. While (c) provides
similar results, it requires six parameters to be set.
Our approach requires user-assistance in the form of
markup, but has no parameters.

olding approach makes the assumption that the ink-bleed is
lighter in intensity than foreground ink resulting in lightly
written foreground ink being removed (Figure 6(b)). Tan
et al [12] two image wavelet-based approach is more robust
and produces results similar to ours, but has six user-tuned
parameters (Figure 6(c)). Our result (Figure 6(d)), on the
other hand, is generated without parameters. In additional
experiments on 20 similar full page images (10 front/back
pairs) our approach outperformed the adaptive thresholding
and produced either better or similar results to the wavelet-
based approach.

4.3 Viewing the computer-generated results
While the computer-generated result removes the major-

ity of the ink-bleed, it is not always 100% accurate. The user
therefore needs to identify where problems occur. One way
to aid in this task is to blend the original input image with
the computer-generated result at various opacity levels. Fig-
ure 7 gives an example with opacities levels 0%, 20%, 40%,
60%, 80% and 100%. Such blending is performed in real-
time using a slider-tool on the GUI’s panel. This blending
allows the user to quickly see where ink-bleed is still con-
sidered foreground, or more seriously, where a foreground
stroke has been removed.

Poor results from the computer-generated step is typically
because the ink-bleed is severe. Sometimes, however, it is
attributed to poor markup. The user can easily modify the
initial markup and try the automated procedure again.

5. MANUAL POST-PROCESSING
While the aim of the computer-generated approach is to

accurately correct as much of the input as possible, errors

are unavoidable. The opacity blending feature helps the
user identify erroneous regions. To correct errors, we pro-
vides simple erase and restore tools that work like a brush
in a painting application. Erase allows the user to remove
any pixels classified as foreground, resulting in these pix-
els being labeled as background (i.e. erased from the fore-
ground) in the final result. Erasing is targeted at ink-bleed
or background that was erroneously classified. Conversely,
the restore brush allows any pixels that were not classified
as foreground to be restored back to foreground.

Manual edits are recorded by generating an image that
captures all erase and restore strokes where red represents
restore and blue represents erase. This record provides an
easy way for a subsequent viewer to see what portions of
the final output were computer-generated, and what parts
are from manual edits. Our software provides a “highlight”
view, where the manual edits are shown slightly colored (like
a highlight pen) to make the edits more apparent.

Figure 8 shows a complete example of an RGB scan made
from an original document. Only the front page is shown.
The first row shows the computer-generated result; the sec-
ond row shows opacity blending; the third row shows user
edits. While there appears to be a great deal of manual ed-
its, these represent strokes made with the brush interface.
Often when there is noise in the background, a single large
sweeping stroke will be made to erase them. The fourth
row shows a zoomed region to give a better idea of the re-
sults of the manual edits. In many cases the document is
readable with the computer-generated results only, but this
readability is further improved via the manual editing.

An another representative result is shown in Figure 9.
This is input is from grayscale microfilm. Again we can see
from the zoomed region that most of the manual cleanup is
minor, however it does visually help to produce a noise-free
final image void of broken strokes and specks.

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have presented a user-assisted framework to help re-

duce ink-bleed interference that is commonly present in old
documents. While full automation is undoubtedly the ulti-
mate goal, given the difficulty of developing a one-size-fits-all
automated approach and the immediacy of the problem, we
opted for a design with the “user in the loop”. Our frame-
work also provides simple visualization features to aid in-
evitable manual editing. Manual edits are recorded to make
them distinguishable from the computer-generated results
thereby allowing viewers to see when and where human-
judgement was used.

The current usage scenario of our software is intended
for use on an “as needed” basis. The NAS does not have
an active program to digitize and process the imaged vol-
umes solely for the purpose of ink-bleed reduction. Instead,
our tool is used when a patron needs access to a few ledger
pages, or when an NAS staff is looking for information in-
side a ledger. As such, full automation to restore the en-
tire collection is currently not a pressing matter, however,
the ability to cleanup individual pages reasonably quickly is
quite desirable.

Our current work only discusses one classification tech-
nique (KNN) using simple intensity features. Different fea-
tures and classifiers (e.g. Support Vector Machines) can be
used instead to potentially produce better results. In addi-
tion, incorporating spatial information in the classification
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Figure 7: Blending the computer-generated results with the original input to help identify errors. Percentage
are how much of the original input image is shown with the result.

process, as well as higher-level semantic information such
as stroke direction or character characteristic, is part of on-
going efforts. The overall framework presented in this paper,
however, will not change.

While a formal usability study has not been performed,
feedback from our NAS collaborators has been extremely
positive. The wavelet-based [12] approach discussed in Sec-
tion 2 and demonstrated in Figure 6 was an earlier attempt
to address ink-bleed on the same collection from the NAS.
This approach generates comparable computer-generated re-
sults to our own but was not designed in a user-centric fash-
ion. The significant draw back of this approach is that it re-
quires six algorithmic parameters to be tuned per examples.
These parameters that are specific to the algorithm itself,
requiring the user to understand some notion of wavelet de-
composition and image restoration. Such knowledge outside
the scope of the NAS staff. In fact, the NAS staff them-
selves do not use this approach but relied on computer sci-
ence researchers to produce results for them. In addition,
for researchers who do understand the meaning of the al-
gorithms parameters, tuning can be tedious, often requiring
10-20 minutes in a trial and error fashion until a satisfac-
tory result is obtained. After this initial tuning, images of
documents with similar ink-bleed can be tuned in 1-2 min-
utes. Our design on the other hand is user-centric in nature
and its usage of simple markup of background, ink-bleed,
and foreground examples on the input image is easily un-
derstood by the NAS staff. In addition, markup generally
takes less than one minute and achieves comparable (and
often better) results than the wavelet-based approach.

The amount of manual cleanup needed is also difficult to
quantify at this time as it is specific to the image input. In
general, small noise (e.g. Figure 9) is really not a problem,
and its clean up in this paper is performed more for demon-
stration purposes than real need. The most serious problem
is if a stroke is removed by the computer generated result.
Such deleted strokes must be restored, and while the restora-
tion of the strokes themselves is easy to perform with the
restore brush tool, the ability for the user to quickly identify
missing strokes remains challenging. Techniques to expedite
error identification are part of on-going efforts. Currently,
we use the opacity blending mechanism to aid in this proce-
dure.

Interestingly, this opacity blending feature was one of the
features most appreciated by the NAS staff. This was not
only because it helps validate the computer-generated re-
sults, but surprisingly because the staff are accustom to see-
ing some level of ink-bleed in the images. One staff member
even commented she felt more comfortable reading a par-
tially opaque result than a fully corrected result because it

looked more familiar. Another positive feedback was our
ability to operate on grayscale microfilm documents. Micro-
film is a preferred mechanism of access for archival materi-
als as it avoids unnecessary handling of the primary source.
Processing microfilm makes the need for the local-alignment
procedure described in Section 4.1 even more relevant since
imaging cannot be repeated if the documents were not com-
pletely flat during the initial imaging for microfilm. Thus, in
summary, we believe our user-assisted framework provides
a practical solution for archives and libraries to address the
ink-bleed problem.
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